Multiple joint reconstructions in one patient: computer-assisted simultaneous procedures
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Abstract: We present a case of juvenile idiopathic arthropathy (JIA) that required six arthroplasty procedures. A 32-year-old male presented with fused joints and deformities in both hips, both knees in addition to right ankle and subtalar fusion. The patient underwent three bilateral simultaneous procedures: bilateral total hip arthroplasty (THA), bilateral total knee arthroplasty (TKA) in addition to ankle replacement and pan talar arthrodesis nail. The arthroplasty procedures were done with computer-assisted techniques. The patient was managed in 3 years and he was able to walk after 4 months, returning back to work and other life activities. Patients who require multiple joint reconstructions could benefit from bilateral simultaneous arthroplasty procedures using computer-assisted techniques.
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Introduction

Multiple joint reconstructions were found to be an effective treatment improving patients’ general health but with variable complications and outcomes (joint function) (1). Patients undergoing multiple joint replacements are usually found with sort of disability and it is important to assess treatment expectancy and credibility to perform distinguishable surgical procedure(s) (2). Comprehensive assessment and accurate selection of surgical technique and treatment philosophy have good impact on the clinical results of joint arthroplasty. In addition, identifying the risk factors for poor outcome, such as obesity, low immunity and other serious comorbidities, is also essential for successful arthroplasty (3). Multiple joint replacements require adequate systemic treatment before surgery, that is, patients must be aware of the possible complications, especially those who have comorbidities such as osteoporosis and rheumatoid arthritis (4).

Patients with neglected juvenile polyarthritic diseases are subject to complications and dysfunctions of multiple joints because of the disease itself or the associated irreversible deformities such as ankylosis and soft-tissue contracture (5). In young age, prior to any intervention, patients need to have emotional stability and motivation through family and social support; they also need to reduce their weight and general physical activity (6). Initial management of these patients could start with soft tissue release and synovectomies followed by joint reconstruction with frequently cemented fixation and bone grafting to prevent further bone and joint deformities. The main goal of arthroplasty in this case is to relieve pain, to correct deformity and to restore limb function, mechanical axis and alignment (7). However, multiple joint replacements in juvenile polyarthritic patients were found to have less implant endurance due to the higher stresses on implants in addition to the poor bone stock, osteoporosis and rheumatoid cysts (5).

The aim of this work is to present a patient with juvenile idiopathic arthropathy (JIA) that underwent replacement of six joints with 4-year follow-up.

Patients and methods

A 32-year-old male presented with unsound, fused six joints
with deformities (both hips, both knees, right ankle and subtalar joints). The patient was found to have JIA. He was no-walker for 4 months. This patient had his condition started at 6 years old when he could not move his joints normally. His hip joint became painful while moving, walking and playing. Then, he started to feel back pain which prevented him from binding his shoes or lifting any think from ground and at that time he was diagnosed as ankylosing spondylitis.

Deformity of hips was flexion with average 35–45° (Figure 1). Deformity of knees was 35° flexion deformity (Figure 2). The patient had severe valgus right ankle and hind foot (Figure 3).

He was denied for surgical intervention by the anesthetist because of insufficient intubation and/or spinal anesthesia.

After multidisciplinary consultation, a decision was made to do multiple joint reconstructions in three sessions. That is, bilateral simultaneous total hip arthroplasty (THA) using preoperative digital hip templating and minilaterial approach.
After 1 year, on the second session, bilateral simultaneous total knee arthroplasty (TKA) was done, using patient-specific templates (PST). Another year later, on the final session, ankle replacement and pan talar arthrodesis nail were done using transfibular approach (Figure 6). All operations were done under general anesthesia.

**Results**

In this work, deformities were corrected and the patient was able to walk and go back to work as an IT manager. Postoperative long leg film showed good alignment of both limbs (Figure 7). After 4-year follow-up, the only complication was late skin problem related to one of the distal locking screws in the right ankle. This has improved after removal of the arthrodesis nail.

**Discussion**

Little literature had focused on the applicability of multiple joint replacements although the procedure is urged for disabled patients. To the authors’ knowledge, no previous literature described ankle procedures along with THA and TKA.

Mulhall *et al.* found that early and aggressive intervention...
could result in good long-term functional outcomes in young patients with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, significant disability and pain from previous conservative management (5). Papanikolaou et al. had no significant difference in complications’ rate between the single TKA and the multiple joint replacements when considering thromboembolism, infection, aseptic loosening and patellar problems (6).

This condition requires thorough diagnosis and accurate planning for surgery(s). Patients must be encouraged to do surgeries on the planned timelines, especially those with bad history of previous surgeries or other therapies. With the current advancements in computer-assisted orthopedic surgery (CAOS), these patients could benefit from bilateral simultaneous surgery using minimally invasive technique with its high accuracy to improve function and restore mechanical axes of lower limbs.

Similarly with other literature, our patient has regained good activity, especially in capacity of walking, after multiple arthroplasty. Patients with JIA need to have light bodyweight and less physical activity as the initial joint replacement is not easy because of abnormal hip development, brittle bone and thin cortex. Preoperative surgical plan could be changed and modified during the replacement, while small-sized reamers/implants and bone graft must be steadily in the operative theater during surgery to ensure stable joint (8).

Our treatment plan was designed in accordance with Shrinand et al., that is, multiple arthroplasty for juvenile polyarthritis patients with severe hip/knee deformities must start with hip reconstruction followed by knee replacement as TKA requires balanced mechanical axis and position of the hips to ascertain alignment of the lower limbs. Our decision for secondary reconstruction (ankle procedures) is also in line with their conclusion, that is, other orthopaedic surgeries could be frequently required (e.g., foot osteotomies) and these surgeries could be done combinable to each other to help the patients to gain their full mobility. It is worth mentioning that deformities of the upper limb and spine are unnecessarily an indication for joint replacement but could endanger the overall functional outcome (9).

This work describes how bilateral simultaneous procedures were done with PST and CAOS. The techniques were useful as they were minimally invasive, especially in the presented patient who had difficulty having either general or spinal anesthesia and been transferred to different hospitals declining his anesthesia and surgery. Thus, he was advised to do bilateral simultaneous joint replacements as he had no chance for further anesthesia.
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